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5 Lucky Bamboo Stalks (A Symbol of Positive Energy) - Gift Plant

This pack contains 5 Lucky bamboo stalks + Glass vase + 200g Pebbles.

Bring good fortune and positive vibes.
Best indoor tabletop plant.
Low maintenance plant.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Variant price modifier:
Base price with tax
Price with discount ?303
Salesprice with discount
Sales price ?303
Sales price without tax ?303
Discount
Tax amount

Ask a question about this product

Description

Dispatched within: 3 Days

What makes it special

Five stalks represent the areas of life that impact wealth.
Lucky bamboo is a feng shui plant you can give to your family and friends to wish all luck and prosperity.
The lucky bamboo arrangement is a combination of five essential elements of Feng Shui - earth, wood, water, metal, and fire.
Place this lucky bamboo in your house or office to enhance the good energy

What you get
Name
Super Granite Pebbles (Black, Medium,
Polished) - 200 g

Quantity
1

Details
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1 Lucky Bamboo Stalk
2.5 inch (6 cm) Square Glass Vase

5
1
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Details
Details

Benefits
Lucky Bamboo is well-known for bringing good fortune, prosperity and positive vibes.
Lucky bamboo symbolize happy life making it a perfect gift for any occasion.
These plants are extremely easy to take care and require very little maintenance.
You can keep this plant in air-conditioned rooms also.
Care Instructions of Lucky BambooSunlight
Keep the plant indoor with bright indirect light.
Protect the Lucky bamboo Stalks from direct sunlight as it can cause damage to the foliage.
Watering
Avoid the use of chlorinated water as it may cause damage to the plant.
Maintain the water level to keep the roots submerged in water.
Change water from the glass vase every week.
Do not spray water or mist in the lucky bamboo leaves, a gentle wiping will remove dust or dirt from it.
Plant Protection
Remove dead, infected or damaged plant parts and discard them away from the plants.
For any insect attack or disease, you can use Neem oil, Eucalyptus oil or Citrus oil spray for primary treatment.
Change the water, clean the roots of the plant and vase once in a week to keep plants healthy.

Disclaimer

Helpful links

Reviews
Sunday, 26 July 2020
Just too beautiful! Plant is very positive and green...Feeling so good
Vakalapudi Hemanth
Sunday, 26 July 2020
Good for the price paid
Arvind kumar
Monday, 16 March 2020
Beautiful plant, arrived in very good condition. Impressive packing. Looking forward to buy one more
Gladson Manavathu
More reviews
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